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In 2009, major U.S. law firms became less diverse. The American Lawyer recently reported that the percentage of minority lawyers at AmLaw 200 firms decreased from 13.9% in 2008 to 13.4% in 2009. Overall, The American Lawyer found, Corporate Firms lost about 6% of their total lawyers in 2009. During the same period, these firms lost 9% of their Asian-American lawyers, 9.7% of their Hispanic-American lawyers, and 13% of their African-American lawyers. It is reasonable to expect increased layoffs during an economic downturn, particularly in an industry that is highly leveraged. What is troubling is that, after a substantial effort by many to increase Corporate Firm diversity, diverse attorneys still seem to be experiencing a higher attrition rate relative to their non-diverse peers. This suggests a “revolving door,” as first highlighted in the 2000 American Bar Association
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1 Emily Barker, Minority Lawyers Losing Ground at Big Law Firms, New Report Shows, AM. LAW., Mar. 2, 2010, http://law.com/jsp/article.jsp?id=1202444960177. In this Article, the term “diversity” refers to policies and practices that seek to include persons who, because of their race, ethnic background, age, gender, sexual orientation, disability, or some other characteristic, are considered, in some way, different from the traditional members of the workforce.

2 In this Article, the term “minority” refers to Hispanic-Americans, African-Americans, Asian-Americans, Multi-racial, and Native Americans.


4 In this Article, the term “Corporate Firms” refers to AmLaw 200 firms. See The Am Law 200 2010, AM. LAW. (June 1, 2010), http://www.law.com/jsp/tal/PubArticleTAL.jsp?id=1202458243145.

5 Barker, supra note 1.

6 Id. These statistics are based on the American Lawyer’s Diversity Scorecard survey of 191 law firms around the nation. Id.

7 The terms “diverse lawyer” or “diverse attorney” are used interchangeably in this Article to mean persons who, because of their race, ethnic background, age, gender, sexual orientation, disability, or some other characteristic, are considered, in some way, different from the traditional lawyers at Corporate Firms. For purposes of this Article, it includes both women and minorities.

8 In this Article, the term “revolving door” refers to the higher rate of turnover for diverse lawyers at Corporate Firms relative to the population of non-diverse attorneys.
(ABA) study, Miles to Go 2000: Progress of Minorities in the Legal Profession. The study found that 50% of minority associates leave their law firms within the first three years, and two-thirds within the first four years of practice, as compared with an overall attrition rate of 43% and 55.6%, respectively. While an approximate 10% higher attrition rate for diverse attorneys may not seem alarming at first blush, the cumulative long-term impact is devastating to the industry as it eliminates the candidate pool of potential diverse partners in the AmLaw 200. With increasingly diverse U.S. populations of business owners, corporate decision makers, judges, legislators, and other influencers, as well as consumers wielding greater purchasing power, the relevant query is whether the continued prevalence of a revolving door at Corporate Firms and the resulting failure to meet client demand for diversity will adversely impact firm reputation and financial performance in the long term.

Part I of this Article is divided into three sections. First, we review the changing demand by corporate clients over the past two decades for greater diversity at Corporate Firms. Second, we discuss the underlying forces driving this demand in the global economy. We also review recent empirical research showing that the racial and gender diversity of corporate clients is positively associated with increased sales revenue, more customers, greater market share, and higher relative profits. Third, we address the disparate impact of the “Great Recession” on diverse-attorney retention at Corporate Firms, the push by general counsel for greater value, and the possible business model changes that such a push foretells.

---

10 Id. at 6–8.
14 The phrase “Great Recession” is a pun on the Great Depression, the economic depression of the 1930s. It refers to the late-2000s economic recession and resulting financial crisis. See, e.g., THOMAS I. PALLEY, NEW AM. FOUND., AMERICA’S EXHAUSTED PARADIGM: MACROECONOMIC CAUSES OF THE FINANCIAL CRISIS AND GREAT RECESSION 32 (2009), available at http://www.newamerica.net/files/Thomas_Palley_America’s_Exhausted_Paradigm.pdf (referring to the recent financial crisis as the “Great Recession”).
Part II of this Article reviews the unique aspects of the business model used by Corporate Firms to provide customized, knowledge-based solutions to clients. We maintain that, because reputation is a critical determinant of financial performance at Corporate Firms, the existence of a revolving door may undermine long-term financial performance. We propose strategic legal management of key business processes that require further enhancements to help end the revolving door. This includes (i) using technology and diversity managers to ensure more objective work assignments, (ii) developing more objective evaluation processes that can bypass potential micro-inequities, and (iii) implementing a quality review process that can help ensure work product quality. Part III proposes increasing formal training programs to teach essential soft skills to all associates, namely, (i) the role of mentors and role models in professional development, (ii) business development and networking, and (iii) legal analysis utilizing an analytic framework modeled on the SOAP method now utilized by physicians. Lastly, we discuss secondment and other experiential programs that expose diverse attorneys to clients and influencers.

PART I

A. Client Demand for Diversity

In the over half-century since Brown v. Board of Education, our nation has changed dramatically. Demographers predict that the United States will become a “majority of minorities” by the year 2042. The nation’s increased diversity has substantially impacted its culture, social norms, politics, consumer preferences, and economics. It has also impacted most institutions, including the military, government, judiciary, and corporate America. Thus, when the U.S. Supreme Court revisited the issue of race and education in 2003 in Grutter v. Bollinger and Gratz v. Bollinger, the military and the country’s most profitable corporations (both of whom had a past history of discriminatory practices) wrote amicus briefs requesting that the Court not overturn Regents of the University of California v. Bakke, which al-

---

18 539 U.S. 244 (2003).
19 438 U.S. 265 (1978); see, e.g., Brief for General Motors Corp. as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondents at 3–4, Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003) (Nos. 02-
lowed colleges and universities to consider race as a factor in admission. The essence of their arguments was that diversity is good for business and essential to global competitiveness. This business case for diversity was relied on heavily by Justice O’Connor in her majority opinion.

Today, corporate America devotes significant attention to issues relating to marketplace diversity, workplace diversity, supplier diversity, and corporate social responsibility (CSR).

Many corpora-
tions use these initiatives to influence purchasing decisions by consumers and to differentiate their product and service offerings. As corporate America has embraced diversity and inclusion as worthy goals, the number of diversity initiatives in the Fortune 500 has exploded. It is no surprise that major corporate clients like Sara Lee Inc., Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (“Wal-Mart”), and other Fortune 500 companies are demanding greater workplace diversity from their Corporate Firm suppliers.

In 1999, for example, more than 500 general counsel around the country signed “Diversity in the Workplace: A Statement of Principle” developed by Charles Morgan of BellSouth, which called on Corporate Firms to invest in diversity initiatives. The statement evidenced the commitment of the signatory corporations to diversity in the legal profession. It was intended to be a mandate for law firms to make immediate and sustained improvement in this area.

Charles R. Morgan, Lending General Counsel—and Their Law Firms—up the Path to Diversity, METROPOLITAN CORP. COUNS., Mar. 1, 2006, at 47.

Charles R. Morgan, Lending General Counsel—and Their Law Firms—up the Path to Diversity, METROPOLITAN CORP. COUNS., Apr. 1, 2006, at 47.

Vera Djordjevich, ABA President Carolyn Lamm Discusses Next Steps to Achieving a More Diverse Legal Profession, VAULT.COM (Aug. 18, 2010), http://www.vault.com/wps/portal/usa/vcm/detail/Career-Advice/Q&A/ABA-President-Carolyn-Lamm-discusses-next-steps-to-achieving-a-more-diverse-legal-profession?id=20211. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) also has addressed the problem. In 2003, the EEOC issued a report titled Diversity in Law Firms, presenting data on Corporate Firms’ disparities in conditions of employment for women and minorities and noting that the diversity data related to Corporate Firms’ practices could have broad implications on civil rights enforcement. Press Release, EEOC, Law Firms Embrace Diversity, But Hurdles Remain (Oct. 22, 2003), http://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/newsroom/release/10-22-03.cfm. The EEOC subsequently initiated litigation against Corporate Firms for discriminatory practices.

Gerald L. Pauling II & Karen K. Harris, Paradigm Shifts: Changes in the Structure and Diversity of Corporate Law Firms, METROPOLITAN CORP. COUNS., Apr. 1, 2006, at 47, 47. In 2005, it filed a class action suit against Sidley Austin Brown & Wood for alleged violations of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. Id.

Karen L. Becker-Olsen et al., The Impact of Perceived Corporate Social Responsibility on Consumer Behavior, 59 J. BUS. RES. 46, 52 (2006). Consumer perceptions of fit, motivation, and timing of corporate social initiatives that were embedded in promotions played a significant role in influencing consumers positively. Id.

Karen Donovan, Pushed by Clients, Law Firms Step up Diversity Efforts, N.Y. TIMES, July 21, 2006, at C6. Corporate clients are not the only stakeholders demanding greater workplace diversity at Corporate Firms. The ABA has commissioned several important studies over the past decade on the need for greater diversity at Corporate Firms. See, e.g., Vera Djordjevich, ABA President Carolyn Lamm Discusses Next Steps to Achieving a More Diverse Legal Profession, VAULT.COM (Aug. 18, 2010), http://www.vault.com/wps/portal/usa/vcm/detail/Career-Advice/Q&A/ABA-President-Carolyn-Lamm-discusses-next-steps-to-achieving-a-more-diverse-legal-profession?id=20211. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has addressed the problem. In 2003, the EEOC issued a report titled Diversity in Law Firms, presenting data on Corporate Firms’ disparities in conditions of employment for women and minorities and noting that the diversity data related to Corporate Firms’ practices could have broad implications on civil rights enforcement. Press Release, EEOC, Law Firms Embrace Diversity, But Hurdles Remain (Oct. 22, 2003), http://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/newsroom/release/10-22-03.cfm. The EEOC subsequently initiated litigation against Corporate Firms for discriminatory practices.

See, e.g., Vera Djordjevich, ABA President Carolyn Lamm Discusses Next Steps to Achieving a More Diverse Legal Profession, VAULT.COM (Aug. 18, 2010), http://www.vault.com/wps/portal/usa/vcm/detail/Career-Advice/Q&A/ABA-President-Carolyn-Lamm-discusses-next-steps-to-achieving-a-more-diverse-legal-profession?id=20211. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has addressed the problem. In 2003, the EEOC issued a report titled Diversity in Law Firms, presenting data on Corporate Firms’ disparities in conditions of employment for women and minorities and noting that the diversity data related to Corporate Firms’ practices could have broad implications on civil rights enforcement. Press Release, EEOC, Law Firms Embrace Diversity, But Hurdles Remain (Oct. 22, 2003), http://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/newsroom/release/10-22-03.cfm. The EEOC subsequently initiated litigation against Corporate Firms for discriminatory practices.
Corporate Firms that ignored their demands for greater workplace diversity:

As Chief Legal Officers, we hereby reaffirm our commitment to diversity in the legal profession. Our action is based on the need to enhance opportunity in the legal profession and our recognition that the legal and business interests of our clients require legal representation that reflects the diversity of our employees, customers and the communities where we do business.

In an effort to realize a truly diverse profession and to promote diversity in law firms, we commit to taking action consistent with the referenced Statement. To that end, in addition to our abiding commitment to diversity in our own departments, we pledge that we will make decisions regarding which law firms represent our companies based in significant part on the diversity performance of the firms. We intend to look for opportunities for firms we regularly use which positively distinguish themselves in this area. We further intend to end or limit our relationships with firms whose performance consistently evidences a lack of meaningful interest in being diverse.

In response, Shell Oil Company reduced outside counsel to twenty-seven firms, eliminating many Corporate Firms that did not meet diversity goals. Wal-Mart also took action; the company surveyed its top 100 outside counsel, including many Corporate Firms, utilizing a selection criteria based on relative diversity performance. Wal-Mart changed forty firms at the top, shifting $60 million worth of work to more diverse law firms. Corporate Firms responded swiftly by appointing diversity managers. Although Corporate Firm diversity initially improved, the gains have not been sustainable. Most recently, senior legal executives from The Coca-Cola Company, Microsoft, Inc., Wal-Mart, and eleven other Fortune 500 companies joined with

---

32 RICK PALMORE, A CALL TO ACTION: DIVERSITY IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION (2004), available at http://www.acc.com/vl/public/Article/loader.cfm?csModule=security/getfile&amp;pageid=16074. Rick Palmore was the CLO of Sara Lee Inc., and a member of the Board of the Directors of the Association of Corporate Counsel (ACC). Id. ACC’s Board endorsed Rick’s efforts and the “Call to Action” at their October 24, 2004 meeting. Id.


35 Id.
the managing partners of O’Melveny & Myers LLP, DLA Piper LLP, Gibbons P.C., and other Corporate Firms to form the recently-announced Leadership Council on Legal Diversity (“LCLD”). Under the management of Executive Director Robert J. Grey, Jr., a former President of the ABA, and Roderick Palmore, LCLD Chairman, this new organization of chief legal officers and law firm managing partners continues the “work of the ‘Call to Action’ initiative by having our organizations hire, retain, promote and engage the best talent. A critical and necessary element of having the best talent is having diverse talent.”

Notably, the corporate client demand for greater diversity in the new millennium differs markedly from the perceived opposite demand from clients for homogeneity in the 1960s. Erwin Smigel’s seminal study of large-firm, homogeneous recruiting standards during that period found that “more than academic performance, firms . . . were looking to hire ‘Nordic men’ [with] pleasing personalities and ‘clean cut’ appearances, [who] are graduates of the ‘right schools’, [and] have the ‘right’ social background[,]” In short, Corporate Firms believed that diversity was bad for business, which prevented religious, ethnic, women, and minority attorneys from entering the ranks of the elite firms. Modern law firms have grown tremendously in size, complexity, and wealth in the last few decades, and the legal profession has come a long way toward opening its doors to diverse attorneys. Although Corporate Firms enjoy success in recruiting diverse attorneys, the great challenge has been retaining diverse attorneys once they enter Corporate Firms. This dichotomy has not gone unnoticed by corporate America.


39 See SMIGEL, supra note 38, at 37.
Whether the demand for diversity based on a business case is justifiable or more worthy than earlier arguments based on social responsibility, i.e., doing the right thing, is beyond the scope and purpose of this Article. The fact remains that corporate clients evaluate Corporate Firm legal alternatives in terms of both the functional and psychological benefits they offer. This is not only affected by marketing stimuli, such as service, price, place, and promotion, but, more importantly, by reputation and other environmental stimuli—namely, the changing economic, political, demographic, and cultural circumstances of a society. In short, diversity matters.

The great paradox is why, in the highly competitive marketplace for legal services, Corporate Firm diversity initiatives have failed to produce sustainable results that are more responsive to corporate-client demand. Commentators have noted that focusing on recruitment without a track record of minority retention is a fundamental feature of the problem. 40 Today, the “Diversity Scorecard” from The American Lawyer, as well as similar annual reports published by the National Association for Law Placement (NALP) and other journals, focuses on simple, self-reported headcounts of minority and/or women attorneys at the associate and partner levels. 41 Because the relative attrition rates between diverse and non-diverse populations are not tracked, some Corporate Firms have beefed up their diversity performance by having a lot of first-year and second-year associates of diverse backgrounds. 42 Although this practice leads to increased headcounts in the short run and generates bragging rights, ultimately, the firms do not hold on to diverse associates—they simply change the heads.

The existence of a revolving door not only limits the available pool of potential diverse partners at Corporate Firms, but it can also


have a devastating impact on the self-esteem and careers of diverse attorneys. Many leave Corporate Firms disappointed by low-grade work assignments and perceptions of unfair evaluations and lacking the skill sets to compete effectively with peers. At the partner ranks, diversity metrics also do not differentiate between equity and contract or other non-equity partner roles. Again, this loophole creates the potential for some firms to use a revolving door strategy with contract and non-equity partners. The above suggests the need for greater accountability by professional associations and for a more comprehensive set of metrics (e.g., differential attrition rates) to better gauge success and relative performance.

Today, many of the Requests for Proposals (RFPs) produced by corporate clients demand diversity performance data. A number of blue-chip companies now evaluate diversity data when they consider retaining counsel. This trend is only likely to increase. The 2010 ACC/Serengeti Managing Outside Counsel Survey Report found increased use of RFPs by corporate clients. The number of companies that issue RFPs has increased to 25%, while the average annual number of responses by law firms also has increased—from about two responses in years past to an average number of responses of 15.5 and 14.7 in 2008 and 2009, respectively. The use of RFPs allows clients greater flexibility in evaluating Corporate Firms across multiple dimensions. As noted by Merck’s general counsel, Kenneth Frazier, “We are in the fortunate position of having many highly capable law firms lining up to work with us. And it was hard in some ways to differentiate among these firms. But we found that diversity was something that would allow us to make that differentiation.” Simply put, diversity has become a qualitative differentiator used by corporate clients to select Corporate Firms when comparable marketing stimuli exist among competitors. Assuming that Corporate Firms are rational economic actors operating in a highly competitive marketplace, those firms that attempt to game the RFP system or simply ignore client demand for

---

43 See Ginsburg, supra note 33, at 27.
45 Id.
greater diversity ultimately may find themselves with tarnished reputations and at a competitive disadvantage.

B. The Forces Driving Demand

The 2008 election of President Barack Obama, an African-American, signaled a changing political landscape that views diversity and inclusion as functional for society. The resulting Senate confirmations of Eric Holder, an African-American, as U.S. Attorney General and Sonia Sotomayor, a Latina, to the U.S. Supreme Court are consistent with this functionalist perspective. The nation’s demographic changes have also created burgeoning purchasing power for diverse communities. The combined buying power of African-Americans, Asians-Americans, Hispanics-Americans, and Native Americans, is expected to rise by $1 trillion from 2010 to 2015, which will account for 26% of the nation’s buying power.47

This purchasing power has had a major impact on many Fortune 500 companies. Hispanics alone now account for nearly 20% of Toyota’s U.S. sales.48 The labor pool for legal talent also has changed. Since 1980, more than half of all law school graduates have been women.49 During the same period, the number of minority law school graduates doubled to 20%.50 Thus, firms that recruit solely through the “old boys’ network” ultimately may lose out on many talented lawyers.

At many large corporations that employ Corporate Firms, it may be a person of color or a woman deciding who to use as outside counsel. Today, 17% of all general counsel in Fortune 500 companies are women51 and 7.6% are minorities52. The top brass of the Fortune 500 is more diverse. More than 90% of the corporate boards in

---

49 Ginsburg, supra note 33, at 26.
50 Id.
the Fortune 500 have at least one female director. Minority CEOs are also increasing in number and influence. Their ranks now include Ken Chenault at American Express Company, Dick Parsons at Citigroup, Inc., and Andrea Jung at Avon Products, Inc. Additionally, many more minorities are employed at lower-executive levels by corporate clients, including a large number of key influencers that serve as chief diversity officers, procurement officers, and supplier diversity officers. Among emerging market companies in the United States, some of the fastest growing businesses are minority-owned and women-owned companies. Many of these companies can and do, in fact, retain Corporate Firms for legal representation. These changes are mirrored in the public sector, where women- and minority-owned businesses are gaining greater access to business opportunities at many levels of government. It is also apparent that juries, judges, and policymakers are of increasingly diverse backgrounds. In short, the demographic changes in America have created an alternate network of decision-makers that wields considerable economic power and influence. This trend is expected to continue for the foreseeable future.

Despite the above trends, however, some commentators have questioned whether there is a real nexus between diversity and an organization’s economic performance. They cite studies suggesting that diversity diminishes group cohesiveness. Until recently, there was little systematic research on the impact of diversity on business financial success. Drawing on a National Organizations Survey from 1996 to 1997, however, a major 2009 study by Cedric Herring at the
University of Illinois at Chicago concluded that both racial and gender diversity are associated with increased sales revenue, more customers, greater market share, and higher relative profits within corporations. Thus, “[d]iversity may be valuable even if changes in an organization’s composition makes incumbent members uncomfortable.” Within the proper context, therefore, “diversity provides a competitive advantage through social complexity at the firm level.” The “Call to Action” and similar initiatives suggest that this competitive advantage may extend to Corporate Firms doing business with corporate clients demanding greater workplace diversity from prime suppliers. Even if the diversity at one Corporate Firm does not result in incremental business, it can serve as an important factor to ensure that existing business is not lost to more diverse competitors.

C. Impacts of the Great Recession

A downturn in the economy often prompts organizations to reevaluate their business environments. Organizations analyze processes, personnel issues, and initiatives and then make adjustments as necessary to suit the business climate. The Great Recession has caused Corporate Firms to lay off a large number of associates, de-equitize partners, and create a “lost generation” of law school graduates. For the first time, many industry watchers and leaders are seriously questioning whether the leveraged Corporate Firm business model is sustainable in the long run. General counsel continue to push for a greater value proposition that includes both increased diversity and better efficiency.

Aside from profitability, the disparate impact of the Great Recession on diverse attorneys has raised serious questions about the genuineness of Corporate Firm commitment to diversity and inclusion. Specifically, corporate clients and advocates wonder whether Corporate Firms view diversity initiatives more as luxuries subject to outside factors that significantly threaten law firm earnings. The most recent ABA report, Diversity in the Legal Profession: The Next Steps, issued in 2010 by the ABA’s Presidential Diversity Initiative, reached a troub-
ling conclusion consistent with the view that the recession was (i) “drying up monies for diversity initiatives” at law firms and (ii) “creating downsizing and cutbacks that . . . disproportionately and negatively affect lawyer diversity—thereby reversing the gains of the past decades.”

Although in 2009 the percentage decrease in minority attorneys was fairly small in absolute terms, it signals a deeper problem—the revolving door—inherent in the business model now utilized by many Corporate Firms.

Unlike Visible Invisibility, the report on women of color at law firms presented by the ABA’s 2006 Commission on Women in the Profession, which addressed some of the Corporate Firm structural obstacles to women, the 2010 report fails to analyze the underlying causes of these disparities. Instead, it discusses past failed efforts and provides a litany of new suggestions for improving diversity outcomes directed at Corporate Firms, corporate law departments, law schools, government, judiciary, and bar associations but fails to provide detailed suggestions for implementation of these ideas. With regard to Corporate Firms in particular, the recommendations focus on diversity program planning, culture modification, assessment, accountability, mentoring, hiring, training, retention, and advancement. But the report does not provide any meaningful guidance on how to actually modify or enhance the Corporate Firm business model to deliver services that meet client needs for diversity. Without a clear appreciation of the structural constraints now inherent in the Corporate Firm business model, diversity initiatives may be doomed to failure in the long run.

If Corporate Firms are going to continue to make progress on diversity, they need to pay more attention to structural obstacles in the business model and the model’s impact on retention issues, which requires a greater understanding of the informal management methods used by firms in the ordinary course of business. Diverse lawyers leave their firms for many reasons, but too often the reason is that they are not meeting billable requirements because their workflow diminishes after they are no longer viewed as partnership

---

69 ABA PRESIDENTIAL INITIATIVE COMM’N ON DIVERSITY, supra note 67, at 15–31.
70 Id. at 21–24.
material. Thus, the challenge is to keep more diverse lawyers at Corporate Firms by enhancing key business processes to increase firm reputation for both excellence and efficiency.

PART II

A. Reputation Drives Performance

Research suggests that Corporate Firms, as professional service firms, represent a unique type of organization because they rely on distinct input—namely, expertise provided by highly trained professionals—to produce complex and customized solutions for clients. Because of the high degree of specialized knowledge required to produce these outputs, critical dependencies exist that influence strategic and organizational choices. The significant degree of information asymmetry existing between Corporate Firms and their clients results in clients’ particular dependence on Corporate Firms. This dependence by clients makes the reputation of a Corporate Firm a critical influencer on performance. Firms that generate superior reputations through positive media reports and word-of-mouth gain substantial brand equity. Thus, the firm considers its name, as a symbol of its reputation, among its most valuable assets. This brand equity serves to attract the best professionals and clients to the firm, which in turn becomes an iterative process.

In his study titled “Reputation and Performance in Large Law Firms,” Michael Smets addresses the importance of firm reputation and its financial impacts:

Reputation is a [signaling] device to clients and other stakeholders about a firm’s products, strategies and employees’ quality compared to its competitors. Firms with strong reputations obtain several benefits that either reduce the costs of attracting or keeping customers or can influence their price sensitivity. Because positive reputations signal to customers appropriate mes-

---

72 Royston Greenwood et al., Reputation, Diversification, & Organizational Explanations of Performance in Professional Service Firms, 16 ORG. SCI. 661, 661 (2005).
73 Greenwood et al., supra note 72, at 661; see also Ronald J. Gilson, The Devolution of the Legal Profession: A Demand Side Perspective, 49 Md. L. REV. 869, 889, 900–02 (1990).
74 Greenwood et al., supra note 72, at 661.
75 Steven Tadelis, Firm Reputation with Hidden Information, 21 ECON. THEORY 635, 635 (2003).
sages about the quality of a firm and its products, those firms with strong reputations have to spend less on capturing customers than others and are more likely to be able to hold on to those customers to obtain repeated sales. In addition, reputation allows firms to charge a premium price for their products, thereby generating higher profits and enabling them to attract the best people. Reputation is in effect a sorting mechanism to stratify firms into status based groups. Those with high status obtain economic benefits, which in turn reinforce their reputation.

Absent clear indicators of the difference in the quality of professional services, reputation serves as a proxy or “social proofs of competence” and as a means by which clients and their in-house counsel sort Corporate Firms. Simply put, “if reputation is an important source of competitive advantage for professional service firms, it seems that it is a resource which only a limited number enjoy.” Reputation helps firms attract the best talent, reduces marketing costs because clients seek elite firms, and allows firms to leverage their brand equity in the form of premium fees. Reputation is particularly important in sourcing “high margin/low volume” work that is highly profitable to firms. Smets further clarifies that, because Corporate Firms are best understood as a collection of practices, reputation can vary by practice group. Thus, a Corporate Firm may enjoy a greater reputation in one practice area than in another.

Because of the importance of reputation, professional service firms must always remain sensitive to client demand for diversity and refrain from any conduct that can adversely impact brand equity. Unsupported claims concerning a firm’s commitment to diversity can result in credibility gaps that impact financial performance in the long term. Most recently, the Colorado Supreme Court publicly censured Willie Shepherd, Jr., co-founder of Denver firm Kamlet Shepard & Reichert, LLP, for misrepresenting the firm’s diversity numbers to win legal work from DuPont. According to court documents, Mr. Shepherd made false statements to an in-house member of DuPont’s

---

70 Smets, supra note 71, at 4 (internal citations omitted).
71 Id. at 2, 5.
72 Id. at 25.
73 Greenwood et al., supra note 72, at 663.
74 Smets, supra note 71, at 25.
75 Id. at 7.
76 Id.
legal department about minority ownership so that his law firm would qualify for the company’s Diverse Legal Supplier Program. The DuPont program was designed to give some of the company’s legal work to firms where women and minorities own at least 50% of the equity. Mr. Shepherd represented that his firm met that standard, when in fact women and minority lawyers owned only 30% of the firm’s equity.

DuPont’s Diverse Legal Supplier Program is part of a much wider and more systemic effort by organizations like the LCLD, which includes the general counsel from major corporations such as Prudential Financial, Inc. (“Prudential Financial”), and Wal-Mart. These leaders are committed to shifting legal work away from law firms that generate credibility gaps by merely paying lip service to diversity in favor of those that are genuinely committed to diversity as evidenced by associate and partner demographics. The Fortune 500 is not alone in these efforts. Federal and state agencies such as the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Dormitory Authority for the State of New York have also launched major initiatives to level the playing field for diverse attorneys in the profession.

The potential impact of diversity on a firm’s reputation is likely to increase as a result of the increased use of RFPs by general counsel in procuring legal services. Most RFPs inquire about “the number of women and visible minorities and their seniority levels within the firm.” The RFPs also ask about the role that diverse attorneys will play in completing legal work. To further ensure accountability, clients also increasingly require periodic matter reporting from Corporate Firms concerning the breakdown of hours worked on their

84 Id.
85 Id.
86 Id.
91 Id.
files by various demographic groups, and some companies use computer programs to track such information.\textsuperscript{92} In response, Corporate Firms track, collect, and report demographic information related to their legal personnel to organizations like NALP and publications like \textit{The American Lawyer}.\textsuperscript{93} Many firms also “publish extensive information regarding equity and diversity on their websites, as a part of their marketing and recruitment initiatives.”\textsuperscript{94}

The growth of RFPs in legal procurement magnifies the potential adverse impact of retention disparities for diverse attorneys. Thus, even when specific demographic breakdowns may not be readily available, a Corporate Firm should be wary to respond “Not Applicable” or “Not Available” to RFP diversity questions, as such response can significantly reduce its chances of being selected as counsel for that client.\textsuperscript{95} With all else being equal among firms, diversity data serves to differentiate counsel for important matters. The existence of long-term disparities between diversity claims and performance will likely have an adverse impact on reputation. Thus, it is critical that firms respond to these questions in a meaningful and forthright manner.

Today, diversity data is largely self-reported. As a result, some firms may be tempted to overstate their numbers. While this gamesmanship may provide short-term advantage, Kamlet Sheperd & Reichert, LLP’s experience with DuPont illustrates that the reputational damage resulting from such misrepresentations can adversely impact long-term financial performance and greatly outweigh any short-term gain. One general counsel put it more bluntly: “[I]f your numbers don’t add up, you’re history.”\textsuperscript{96} Companies have already admitted to firing law firms because they did not approve of the racial and gender compositions of the firms, and other law firms are reportedly teetering on the firing block for the same reason.\textsuperscript{97}
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iformity in RFPs suggests the need for bar associations to promulgate guidelines for the collection of diversity data via RFPs.

Aside from the reputational impact of a revolving door, retention disparities for diverse attorneys also impact the financial performance of Corporate Firms via the loss of human capital—a firm’s most important resource. The ability of Corporate Firms to develop and retain talented diverse attorneys can itself result in a competitive advantage. Generally, the high degree of mobility among the human capital at Corporate Firms makes them dependent on their professional workforce. The loss of senior attorneys, especially those of diverse backgrounds, is costly to Corporate Firms in several ways. First, it diminishes the social capital that exists between attorneys and clients demanding diversification, which can sever relationships with clients. Unlike other forms of business, Corporate Firms are prohibited by ethical rules from entering into non-competition agreements with lawyers to avoid clients following those attorneys who leave the firm. Second, the loss of more senior diverse attorneys adversely impacts the firm’s reservoir of intellectual, multicultural, and social capital, thereby hindering the firm’s ability to tap alternate decision-makers’ networks. Lastly, the inability of Corporate Firms to maintain a diversified talent pool of more senior lawyers adversely impacts the firm’s ability to grow its partner ranks and to respond creatively to the complex problems posed by an increasingly global economy. In a recent survey of more than 1,500 chief executive officers worldwide, the CEOs singled out “creativity” as the single most important quality required to deal with the greater complexity that 79% of the CEOs expect to face in the future business climate.

In order to avoid competitive disadvantage and ensure long-term financial performance, Corporate Firms need to manage their busi-
ness processes to eliminate problems underlying the disparate attrition rate for diverse attorneys. Commentators, practitioners, and the bar have started to focus on certain aspects of the business processes of Corporate Firms as the cause of the problem. In a seminal paper published in 1996, Professors David B. Wilkins and G. Mitu Gulati identified several reasons why Corporate Firms have failed to achieve sustainable diversity: (i) focusing too much attention on recruitment instead of retention; (ii) relying on an improper structure for critical business processes; (iii) using a “one size fits all” approach to diversity; (iv) adopting initiatives purely for short-term economic reasons and without any appreciation of the long-term benefits; and (v) opting to focus on mission statements and other superficial indicia of diversity without making organizational and structural changes. 

We next address the unique process constraints of the business model utilized by Corporate Firms and suggest some specific improvements that can help end the revolving door.

B. The Business of the Law

Corporate Firms utilize a unique business approach developed more than a century ago by the law firm of Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP, called the “Cravath Model.” This distinctive model has served the industry well for over a century in providing customized, knowledge-based solutions to clients. In the Cravath Model, Corporate Firms adopt a variant of the partnership format. Ownership is vested in a decentralized group of professional owners (“partners”) dispersed among practice groups who assume responsibility for governance and share profits. The ownership of Corporate Firms is dictated by law and by ethical rules governing the profession and is credited with high commitment and productivity. Because of its success, the Cravath Model serves as the de facto standard for the practice of law throughout the globe.

Under the Cravath Model, hours worked, billable rates, and partner-to-associate leverage drive profitability. To maximize billable hours and profitability, Corporate Firms hire more lawyers than...
are expected to make partner. The firms compete for the most talented newly minted attorneys ("associates")\(^{109}\) out of law school, usually after a brief clerkship. These associates enter a probationary period (usually six to ten years) during which they are expected to sink or swim. At the end of this period, often analogized to a "Tournament," Corporate Firms select the ones they perceive to be the best and offer them the opportunity to enter the partnership ranks.\(^{110}\)

Another way of looking at it is that by hiring a large pool of associates, Corporate Firms are investing in a portfolio of options to acquire the future value of their human capital after it has developed over a probationary period.\(^{111}\) Corporate Firms make money by leveraging a large number of associates to a relatively small number of partners. Generally, the chances of achieving partner status in a Corporate Firm depend on the firm’s leverage structure of partners to associates, the associate’s individual performance relative to others during the probationary period, and the business needs of the firm at the time of partnership determination.

---

**FIGURE 1: THE TOURNAMENT**\(^{112}\)

---

\(^{109}\) A small percentage of new law school graduates are hired into contract or staff attorney positions. Wilkins, *supra* note 103, at 548–49. Staff attorneys are not eligible for partnership and tend to be in more permanent positions but with lower pay and benefits than associates. *Id.*


Corporate Firms promote only a small number of associates to partner using a lockstep system in which all associates from the same class are considered in the same year. Thus, the “up-or-out” nature of the Cravath Model creates a high attrition rate for associates. Those who are not selected usually are let go. As illustrated in Figure 1 above, the most recent NALP study on attrition found that almost 80% of all associates leave Corporate Firms within five years. According to research, a full 32% leave by the end of year two and 62% are gone by the end of the fourth year. As confirmed by The American Lawyer, the 2000 ABA Study, and the 2010 National Association of Women Lawyers Foundation report, the attrition rate is significantly higher for diverse attorneys. Some of this attrition is caused by voluntary departures as some associates come to law firms for training, experience, prestige, or to pay off debt and never intend to participate in the partnership Tournament. For others, the departure is involuntary. Either way, Corporate Firms serve as significant training grounds for young attorneys who eventually become major figures in society, including judges, legislators, corporate executives, and government officials.

Relational capital is essential to success under the Cravath Model. Thus, associates, who by virtue of less favored pedigree or bad luck with initial assignments do not end up on a “training track,” may still work very hard and profitably on discovery, research, and other lower quality work assignments during the probationary period but never have a realistic chance of developing the skills required to eventually make partner. Recent changes in law firm structure to
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add nuanced stratifications of lawyers to include non-equity partners, staff attorneys, and contract attorneys complicate the picture and could further diminish opportunities for diverse attorneys. As confirmed by a University of Michigan study, success at Corporate Firms is not significantly correlated to law school grades or class rank, although these do help associates secure their first employment. Assuming comparable innate ability and strong work ethic among associates, success is instead more a function of gaining access to meaningful work assignments from powerful partners, earning good evaluations, and receiving good mentoring and training opportunities.

A benchmark study by the NALP Foundation confirms that “female and minority associates at Corporate Firms depart their law firm employers with greater frequency than males and non-minorities at almost every benchmark.” All else being equal, the existence of retention disparities for diverse attorneys has led some to conclude that the Cravath Model does not produce the meritocracy claimed by some practitioners. Further, research has found the very concept of “meritocracy” and the asserted notions of “ability” and “qualification” are socially constructed concepts reflecting the dominant culture. This is not to say that associates do not perform differently and should not be evaluated accordingly. The critical issues in a socially constructed model are how best to allocate work opportunities, how to measure performance, and what value should be attached to specific measures to ensure fairness.

Past diversity initiatives have focused on education and the elimination of perceived cultural bias through sensitivity training, community outreach, mentoring, recruitment, and marketing the
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firm’s diversity initiative to existing and potential firm clients. It has been common for firms to measure diversity progress in terms of well-drafted diversity statements and sponsorship of diversity luncheons, conferences, affinity groups, scholarships, and bar events. While these activities are laudable, they have not focused on the business of law itself and therefore have not helped to lower attrition rates for diverse attorneys at Corporate Firms. As a result, the partner ranks of Corporate Firms have remained largely composed of white males.

Commentators, practitioners, and the organized bar now conclude that the Cravath Model itself contains organizational obstacles that impact the ability of diverse attorneys to integrate into Corporate Firms. The horizontal structure and informal management approach of Corporate Firms allow for greater subjectivity to exist, which can result in attrition disparities for diverse attorneys. Obstacles may exist in the assignment, evaluation, and mentoring processes, and existing training programs may be inadequate to bridge the gap. It should be noted that some of these obstacles are not unique to Corporate Firms. Diverse attorneys in corporate legal departments, government, and academia have experienced some of these problems to varying degrees. Our analysis, however, focuses purely on Corporate Firms.

C. Strategic Legal Management of Key Processes

The market pressures on Corporate Firms have caused some commentators to predict the death of Corporate Firms as a viable model. Corporate Firms, however, have proven to be remarkably resilient and adaptable. It seems inevitable, therefore, that progressive Corporate Firms will respond to the current crisis by innovating
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enhancements to further strengthen their management systems and service delivery processes toward a more “corporate” style of management.141 As noted by Susan Blount, General Counsel for Prudential Financial, the changes likely to impact diversity in the industry will be “evolutionary and not revolutionary.”142 Because of the unique aspects of professional service firms, Corporate Firms must be cautious in migrating corporate methods to a law firm environment. In law firms, professional norms rather than managerial hierarchies are more likely to facilitate trust, reputation, and financial performance.143 Notwithstanding, strategic legal management (“SLM”) of key processes in the service delivery model likely will play an important role to ensure a more client-centric organization that satisfies client demand for both diversity and greater efficiency.

With the exception of Quality Review, Step 8, below, which is a process enhancement recommended by the authors, the key business processes of the typical Corporate Firm are as follows:

**FIGURE 2: SERVICE DELIVERY WORKFLOW**144

1. **Origination:** A partner originates a matter from a new or existing client.
2. **Initiation:** The partner initiates a conflicts check, and, assuming no issues exist, the new matter intake process is completed.
3. **Assignment:** The partner individually, or in collaboration with the staffing partner for the practice group, assembles a team of resources (other partners and associates) to work on the matter.
4. **Execution:** The production team performs legal analysis, research, and other services and tracks time.
5. **Production:** The production team produces outputs for the client in the form of opinions, written work product, counseling, negotiation, and other forms of advocacy.
6. **Reporting:** The firm generates billing and periodic reports to partners and clients.

---
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7. **Evaluation**: Partners complete annual evaluation forms to review the collective performance of an individual associate on tasks performed on multiple matters during the review period.

8. **Quality Review**: A quality review team randomly selects files on a periodic basis for in-depth qualitative review of work product, process, efficiency, outcomes, and other key variables.

The existing Service Delivery Workflow can be enhanced by the application of SLM practices. SLM is a process by which Corporate Firms set important goals and objectives with clients and then adjust business processes and strategies to achieve those desired outcomes.\(^\text{145}\) SLM derives from the related concepts of Six Sigma\(^\text{146}\) and total quality management ("TQM"),\(^\text{147}\) which have pervaded corporations in the past few decades. Generally, TQM and Six Sigma entail "the creation of an organization system that fosters cooperation and learning for facilitating the implementation of process management practices, which, in turn, leads to continuous improvement of processes, and services, and to employee fulfillment, both of which are critical to customer satisfaction, and, ultimately, to firm survival."\(^\text{148}\)

Notably, the implementation of SLM best practices to improve outcomes in diversity is now possible at Corporate Firms due to organizational and technology shifts that have occurred over the past decade. As law firms have grown, there has been a movement away from the traditional model of informal decision-making to a more hierarchical system that includes full-time managers for mission-critical functions within the firm,\(^\text{149}\) including chief operations officers, chief marketing officers, human resource directors, chief technology officers, and chief diversity officers. Firms also are leveraging technology and knowledge management for competitive advantage. While some firms have relied on the implementation of new technology systems for administrative tasks like billing, word processing, and research, the new frontier is to redesign the service delivery process itself to meet client demand. As clients place more demands on law firms for diversity, the pressure has mounted for tools and processes to manage these demands more effectively.

---


\(^{147}\) Manley, supra note 145, at 458.
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In applying SLM best practices to workplace diversity, the threshold issue is to define what it means for an associate to succeed at a Corporate Firm in today’s economy. Because associates come to law firms with different objectives, and because overall associate attrition rates can reach 90%, success from the perspective of the associate or the Corporate Firm should not be defined simply as winning the Tournament and making partner. The Redwood Think Tank, an industry group associated with LexisNexis, has defined the measurement of success based on a combination of three key variables: “tenure, quality of work, and the next career move made by the associate.” First, with regard to tenure, they note that Corporate Firms incur a significant sunk cost when associates depart. Thus, retaining associates (whether diverse or not) for a longer period to ensure the firm recovers its investment is a critical determinant of success for the firm. For the associate, remaining at a firm long enough to acquire important advocacy skills is imperative for professional development. Second, while quality of work is difficult to measure, firms must do a better job at removing subjectivity from the process used for Evaluation by basing reviews on actual work product. Associates who are underutilized often are perceived to have work quality issues and are more likely to speak negatively about their experiences with the firm. Similarly, it is important that the process used for Assignment be fair and equitable to all attorneys. From the firm’s perspective, the optimal allocation of human resources is of strategic importance to ensure both efficiency and excellent value for clients. To illustrate, it is not cost-effective to staff a matter with a partner billing at $700 per hour when a junior associate billing at $300 per hour can complete the work as efficiently. Third, the career path taken by a Corporate Firm alumnus is important since the reality is that most associates will not make partner. Under the original Cravath Model, Corporate Firms have traditionally helped associates secure new employment. An alumni network that is full of ex-associates who speak highly about their experiences at the Corporate Firm and who are willing to refer business to the Corporate Firm is an extremely valuable asset. From the viewpoint of associates, there is great value in developing a broad network of relationships that includes colleagues
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and partners from prior employers. In sum, it never makes sense for either Corporate Firms or associates to burn bridges.

As suggested by the Redwood Think Tank and other industry commentators, therefore, the key determinants of associate success or failure at a Corporate Firm are the Assignment and Evaluation processes. 155 Firms must do a better job at more accurately measuring these key functions in order to better manage retention disparities and outcomes for diverse attorneys and to ensure the Production of legal work in a cost-effective manner. Thus, we review these processes, potential obstacles that disadvantage diverse attorneys, and innovative enhancements to the service delivery process consistent with SLM best practices that can help eliminate retention disparities. We also discuss the value of adding a Quality Review process to ensure that actual Production quality, client and partner perception of that quality, and firm reputation are enhanced while leveling the playing field for diverse attorneys.

D. Assignment

In her insightful review of the Cravath Model, practitioner Lauren Stiller Rikleen discusses the realities of Corporate Firm life and identifies specific problems with the process for Assignment used at Corporate Firms. 156 In the Cravath Model, she writes, the “Coin of the Realm” is the billable hour. 157 The more billable hours a lawyer produces, the more valuable that person is to the firm. 158 In the 1980s, Corporate Firm billable hour expectations ranged from 1,600 to 1,700 hours per year. 159 By the early 1990s, billable hour requirements climbed to 2,000 hours or more. 160 Rikleen notes that some firms today budget associates at 2,500 or more billable hours per year. 161 A recent study by the Association of the Bar of the City of New York finds that “[b]illable hours not only reflect the actual time spent on a case; they have also become a benchmark for ascertaining commitment to the firm.” 162 According to Corporate Firm consultant David Maister, the work-assignment process is
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the single most important managerial activity in a professional service firm. . . .

Over time, the pattern of assignments given to professionals will profoundly influence their professional development, their worth to the firm and clients, and their satisfaction with the firm, and, as a result, their motivation and productivity.\textsuperscript{165}

Given the central role of billable hours in Corporate Firm economics, work assignments are the critical determinant of associate life during the probationary period. The failure to secure increasingly complex and challenging assignments will doom an associate’s potential to make partner\textsuperscript{164} or otherwise have a positive experience that will enhance the firm’s reputation among its alumni network.

1. The Assignment Process

Law firms employ a variety of formal and informal work-assignment systems, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. Following \textit{Initiation}, the formal process for \textit{Assignment} generally is as follows: (i) the new matter is set up for billing purposes, and a physical file is generated; (ii) the originating partner works with the designated practice group staffing partner to identify one or more associates to work on a matter team; and (iii) the associate is briefed on the nature of the matter, provided with a matter number, and given work assignment(s) to complete.

Ideally, the objective of the staffing partner during the process of \textit{Assignment} is to match practice group associates with matter requirements based on the perceived skill sets required to generate quality work. Despite the existence of a formal assignment process, staffing partners at the practice group level, and even assignment committees, the work-assignment process at some Corporate Firms can be more informal and partner-centric.

In the informal assignment process, rainmaking partners select associates based on existing relationships. Rikleen notes that the impact of the informal process is that work is likely to be distributed in a more arbitrary and disorganized manner than suggested by the formal assignment process.\textsuperscript{165} Consultant David Maister concurs, stating that “many firms take an unstructured, even haphazard, approach to
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staffing projects. There may be an assignment committee, but in the
day-to-day press of events, it is often circumscribed. . . . Junior staff
are assigned to whichever project appears most pressing—or to the
senior partner who screams the loudest." Various studies confirm
that the distribution of assignments at law firms is socially con-
structed. One managing partner explained the informal assign-
ment process at his firm in the following manner:

Because a lot of time a file will come into a lawyer and, say, if it
comes into a senior employment lawyer, that lawyer might have
two or three associates that he or she would work with and the file
might tend to go in those directions. And while the firm might
want to cross-pollinate those relations a little bit more, we are
creatures of habit and we tend to go the force of least resistance.

Corporate clients also drive informal work assignments. In-house
counsel often develop “comfort zones” with the individual attorneys
at Corporate Firms with whom they enjoy working. Thus, it is not
uncommon for in-house lawyers to request specific attorneys to work
on their matters. In many cases, the initial call comes to the asso-
ciate, who then communicates the matter information to the partner
responsible for the client relationship. Because Corporate Firms are
very client-centric, they encourage these types of relational bonds, as
they serve to enhance firm reputation and generate work. In short,
at some Corporate Firms, there are both formal and informal as-
signment processes, which can make it more difficult to ensure a lev-
el playing field for diverse associates.

2. Obstacles to Equitable Work Assignments

Aside from informal assignments, some commentators have ar-
gued that, because rainmaking partners are predominantly white
males, the potential also exists for subconscious bias and stereotyping
to permeate the assignment process. No one intends to purposeful-
ly discriminate against any group, but the result of unrecognized bias
and stereotyping can be equally detrimental to diverse attorneys.
The manner in which many cases are assigned is the first step in the
longer-term elimination process of the Tournament and results in
unintended consequences. Critics maintain that the Cravath Model’s
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reliance on a socially constructed assignment process does not ensure that Corporate Firms provide diverse associates with equal opportunities to develop relationships with clients, making it difficult or impossible for them to demonstrate the business development potential required to make partner.  

To illustrate, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP (“Cleary”), a major firm based in New York City, actively recruited and hired more than thirty African-American associates from 1989 to 1996 but managed to retain none of them.  

When surveyed about their experiences, the associates did not report overt racism at Cleary but mentioned a subtle yet pervasive tendency by almost exclusively white partners to favor those who looked similar to themselves.  

This finding was confirmed by a Deloitte & Touche study on assignments to women within the firm, which found that fewer women were assigned high-profile, high-revenue assignments because male partners made certain negative assumptions about the type of work they wanted.  

A similar study by the New York City Bar Association found that women attorneys perceived that they were more frequently assigned pro bono matters, resulting in reduced opportunities to network with potential clients.  

Whether these perceptions are accurate or not, the existence of assignment disparities for diverse attorneys is troubling and suggests that business process enhancements are required to ensure all diverse attorneys have a fair opportunity to work on important matters during the early stages of their legal careers.

3. Assignment Process Enhancements

A Corporate Firm’s Assignment system is one key to building an “inclusive” law firm environment that attracts and retains promising attorneys early in their careers.  

The goal of any work-assignment system is to ensure that all associates have an equal opportunity to obtain meaningful work within the firm environment.  

The cutting-edge approach is to integrate a firm’s work-assignment process with a me-
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rit- or competency-based model for developing, advancing, and promoting associates. We discuss three possible enhancements to the process: (i) the free-market system, (ii) the automated system with partial randomization, and (iii) the goals-based system.

a. The Free-Market System

The law firm of Jenner & Block LLP has utilized a regulated “free-market” assignment system, wherein a partner could ask any associate to work on a particular case. Alternatively, associates could approach any partner directly to seek out the work experiences they wanted. In implementing the system, Jenner & Block LLP helped associates and partners use the free-market system to their advantage. Thus, associates were encouraged to network with partners internally. The firm also endeavored to ensure that all associates had access to the firm’s institutional clients and a broad section of partners within the relevant practice groups. After the first year, the firm also monitored associates’ development and implemented mechanisms to ensure that associates were doing level-appropriate work at each stage of their careers.

The free-market system concedes that the assignment process is socially constructed and promotes relationships among associates and partners. In essence, it eliminates formal assignments in favor of an informal process. Although novel in approach, the free-market assignment system suffers from many of the same limitations of existing assignment processes. It does not attempt to ensure equitable distribution of assignments during the initial years of associate life at Corporate Firms. Also, the system provides firm management with less control over a mission critical business process. In the final analysis, it is uncertain whether the free-market system can eliminate the differential attrition rates for diverse attorneys at Corporate Firms.

b. The Automated System with Partial Randomization

One SLM approach to the constraints presented by informal assignments might be to model judicial assignments and introduce into the process some element of automated assignment utilizing technology. Although the profession has not promulgated assignment
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standards for attorneys, the process of assigning cases to judges is random in many jurisdictions. This form of randomization takes place in courts across the nation and some administrative agencies. The local rules for the Southern District of New York expressly state that randomization is a component in case assignment: “All cases shall be randomly assigned by the clerk or his designee in public view in one of the clerk’s offices in such a manner that each active judge shall receive as nearly as possible the same number of cases.” In addition, parties and their attorneys may ask to be present during case selection. The Southern District’s commitment to random-case assignment is substantial, and the court will not entertain formal objections from litigants based on the local rule. Of course, no system is purely random. Many state-court systems permit parties to exercise peremptory strikes on judges initially assigned. Judges also can recuse themselves. And cases might be reassigned when related parties, issues, or other circumstances warrant assignment.

Despite the perceived merits of purely random assignment, Corporate Firms are not likely to adopt such a model as it could adversely impact their perceived reputation for quality. Critics would note that a purely random process would not ensure that the best-qualified person was assigned to a matter. To reverse this perception, any automated assignment process would need to take various qualitative and quantitative factors into account before a Corporate Firm could realistically deploy such a process. First, the system would need to consider if the associate is a practice group member with the relevant expertise. Second, depending on the nature of the matter, the associate would need to have the requisite number of years in practice to address the matter’s complexity. A million-dollar contract litigation might be appropriate for a seventh-year associate in the business and commercial litigation group but not for a second-year associate. Third, the system would need to consider the availability of the associates in a group based on objective factors such as the recent number of hours billed, the number of active matters assigned, and
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planned vacation schedules. Assuming that a pool of associates met all criteria for availability, however, the system could randomly select from the pool and automatically assign one or more associates to a matter. Once the associate is recommended for assignment, the staffing partner for the relevant practice group would be notified of the assignment. As with judges, the originating partner and staffing partner would have the right to peremptorily strike any associate but would be required to note reasons for the strike. Also, an associate could recuse himself from any assignment. The system would track both strikes and recusals and the reasons for the same.

The main advantage of an automated assignment process is that it would optimize the use of resources while allowing skills-based assignment to occur in an objective manner. By tracking resource allocation, strikes, recusals, and other data, the system also would allow the managing partner and executive committee of a Corporate Firm to enhance its reputation by ensuring a level playing field in the Assignment process for all attorneys. The system also would help the firm implement SLM practices by diversifying the investment in associate development, improving quality, and proactively managing problems while reducing the administrative burden of attorney selection on staffing and originating partners. The more efficient utilization of diverse attorneys likely would result in greater retention and more positive references within the alumni network.

c. The Goals-Based System

Another means of implementing SLM while enhancing the Assignment system is for Corporate Firms to establish a goals-based system (“GBS”) for diverse attorney utilization. GBS is now possible without creating any incremental burden to practice group leaders or staffing partners, as many Corporate Firms have retained chief diversity officers (CDO).

As part of the new matter staffing process, the CDO would collaborate with the client’s in-house counsel and diversity managers to establish client-driven GBS objectives. The CDO would interface with the practice group leader and/or staffing partner at the onset of the matter to communicate GBS objectives and ensure that, where feasible, the new matter is staffed so as to achieve the client’s utilization objectives. While the matter is in process, the CDO would monitor diversity-utilization data during the Reporting phase using billable time entries and generating periodic GBS reports to the practice group leader and client concerning budget versus actual utilization. The CDO would manage the GBS process to minimize disruption to the
working team and flag potential disparities to practice group leaders in order to correct them in a timely and efficient manner.

The advantage of GBS as part of SLM is that it is socially constructed and enhances the existing Assignment process without creating any incremental management burden on already busy practitioners. Many Corporate Firm clients already successfully use this method to manage supplier diversity goals. To illustrate, corporate America now routinely commits to procure a certain percent of goods and services from minority and women business enterprises (M/WBEs) through supplier diversity programs. It is common for RFPs to require first-tier suppliers to disclose the percent of M/WBE utilization in their proposals. It is also common for in-house counsel to collaborate with Corporate Firms in setting budgets and allocating specific attorneys to work on company matters. With the proliferation of RFP usage in the legal industry, one can expect the extension of GBS from supplier diversity goals to workplace diversity goals.

To succeed, GBS requires that the CDO work as an extended member of the matter team, focusing on meeting the client’s expectations relative to diversity. The practice group leader would remain focused on ensuring a successful outcome from the representation. The only potential downside of the method is that practice group leaders may be hesitant to collaborate with the CDO. To succeed, therefore, the CDO must be effective at communicating the business case and managing GBS to achieve the client’s objectives while minimizing interference with the day-to-day work of the practice group. Notably, Corporate Firms could utilize GBS in combination with an automated system. The GBS objective set by clients simply would act as an additional factor considered by the system in allocating resources on a partially random basis.

d. Toward Standards for Associate Assignment

To date, the organized bar has not promulgated standards or best practices for the Corporate Firm assignment process. In its 2010

---
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study. *Diversity in the Legal Profession: The Next Steps*, the ABA simply recommends that Corporate Firms “[c]reate programs where attorneys from underrepresented groups receive access to high-profile client assignments.” 191 But one group of women lawyers from Utah has gone further and suggested specific practices to overcome retention disparities, including: (i) communicating with associates as to whether they think they receive enough projects and quality projects, (ii) reviewing billable hours to determine who needs more work and apportioning assignments accordingly, (iii) developing policies for case assignment and distribution, and (iv) encouraging partners to assign work to diverse attorneys to address disparities resulting from underlying gender bias. 192

Given the critical nature of work distribution at Corporate Firms, the organized bar should consider promulgating guidelines or best practices regarding the assignment and distribution of work. The bars also could commission the creation of a cloud-based service that would be licensed to participating Corporate Firms to help them implement automated assignment in a consistent manner. This would allow the bars to aggregate data and to more accurately pinpoint trends and problems in the industry.

e. Summary

In order to overcome the problems associated with a socially constructed process for Assignment, Corporate Firms can consider implementing automated assignment with partial randomization or a goals-based system to ensure the equitable distribution of work during associates’ first years of practice. Moreover, the organized bars could assist Corporate Firms by promulgating standards for assignment and distribution of work and possibly by commissioning the development of a software-based solution that can be made available to law firms.

E. Evaluation

For associates on the path to partnership, the process utilized by Corporate Firms for Evaluation is also a critical determinant of success. The literature identifies five general methods for measuring lawyer competence: (1) measurement of competence by a lawyer’s

191 A.B.A. PRESIDENTIAL INITIATIVE COMM’N ON DIVERSITY, supra note 67, at 29.
training and performance on examinations, (2) assessment based upon a lawyer’s status or reputation, (3) performance in terms of successful results in advocacy, (4) success in the avoidance of negligence claims, and (5) systematic and detailed evaluation of the ways lawyers carry out certain activities in servicing clients.\textsuperscript{193} Many junior attorneys enter law firms with the incorrect perception that their work will be assessed as it was during law school. Unlike law schools, which award grades based on specific student work product in the form of test answers or other written material, the Corporate Firm evaluation process often is more intuitive and subjective, generally reviewing associates using annual or bi-annual surveys about overall performance rather than evaluating specific work product. Although a few “superstars” are sometimes visible almost at once, even they must prove their value during the probationary period of the Tournament.

1. The Evaluation Process

Most firms designate an associate evaluation committee to drive the process and determine associate compensation, bonus, advancement, and development.\textsuperscript{194} The typical evaluation tool is a short questionnaire that is completed by partners concerning associates who have worked on their matters. For example, the Altman Weil standard Associate Evaluation Form asks partners to rank associates on a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high) on fifteen factors: (i) practice administration (e.g., time keeping), (ii) drafting ability, (iii) thoroughness, (iv) analytic ability, (v) advocacy skills, (vi) efficiency, (viii) ability to work independently, (ix) professional development, (x) business development, (xi) judgment/maturity, (xii) initiative, (xiii) responsiveness, (xiii) commitment, (xiv) relations with partners, and (xv) on track for partnership.\textsuperscript{195} Most evaluation forms also provide room for partner comments. While evaluation forms vary widely from firm to firm, some even employing very complicated scoring systems, most leave significant room for subjectivity. The comments section of the forms, which is purely subjective, becomes a very important component of


\textsuperscript{194} See NAT’L ASS’N FOR LEGAL PLACEMENT FOUND., HOW ASSOCIATE EVALUATIONS MEASURE UP 22–23 (2006).

the process. Thus, it is important for partners reporting positive outcomes to provide feedback whenever possible.

2. Obstacles in the Evaluation Process

Because reputation is a key component of financial performance for the legal industry, partners at Corporate Firms monitor work product carefully to preserve their brand equity with clients. The work product during Production takes the form of opinions, written materials, counseling, negotiation, and oral communications, utilizing problem solving and analytical skills. The failure of an associate to plan and express ideas in a cogent and professional manner can create the appearance of incompetence with both clients and partners. A poorly drafted memorandum or email containing misspellings, the failure to return a client call, or an incorrect legal conclusion can create a bad impression with the client and cause the firm to lose business. It can also derail an associate’s chances of winning the Tournament, as the bad news spreads quickly among partners who are less likely to assign future work to the associate due to the perceived risk that it might adversely impact firm reputation or the client relationship. Most lawyers today overestimate the role played by technical proficiency in evaluating lawyers. They underestimate the social skills and proficiency in dealing with people. Thus, diverse attorneys report that one bad evaluation can spread seeds of doubt about an associate’s performance and derail the attorney’s chances to make partner.

In light of the above, Corporate Firms need to gather information about the abilities of their associates to make accurate and efficient promotion and assignment decisions. The principal means now utilized at many Corporate Firms, the evaluation, involves use of a periodic survey that is removed in space and time from the underlying work product generated by the associate. Because the survey is not tied to the actual work product resulting during Production, the existing process for Evaluation allows for greater subjectivity and bias to affect the process. Some commentators also have found that the evaluation process is hampered by teamwork limitations. As noted during Execution, legal production often occurs in teams, and only team outcomes are observable. Thus, the allocation of an associate’s billable time across multiple matter teams can adversely affect the amount of information available to partners about relative abilities
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and impact both the evaluation and quality of subsequent assignments. Armen Alchian and Harold Demsetz, in their article concerning principal-agent relationships, maintain that accurately monitoring attorneys is costly because team production makes it difficult to evaluate individual output.\(^{198}\) The nature of legal work also hampers partner efforts to measure quality because much of a lawyer’s efforts are of an intellectual nature and occur in the mind.\(^{199}\) Arlene Leibowitz and Robert Tolleson confirm that monitoring costs increase with firm size.\(^{200}\)

Another potential problem suggested by commentators with the Corporate Firm evaluation process is the existence of “leniency bias.” In a seminal study about law firm diversity strategies, the Minority Corporate Counsel Association (MCCA) identified patterns that impede the ability of diverse attorneys to be judged fairly, namely, “in-group favoritism, status-linked competence assessments, attributional bias, and the problem of polarized evaluations.”\(^{201}\) The study found that “[c]oldly objective judgment is reserved for out-groups... The higher the group’s status, the more convincing the demonstration of incompetence will have to be.”\(^{202}\) The ABA’s Study, *From Visible Invisibility to Visibly Successful: Success Strategies for Law Firms and Women of Color in Law Firms*, supports the existence of leniency bias.\(^{203}\) It found that, although 1% of white men reported having received an unfair performance evaluation, close to 31% of women of color, 25% of white women, and 21% of men of color said that they have had at
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least one unfair performance evaluation. The NALP Foundation also found that minority associates are much more likely to report receiving less challenging work following an unfair performance evaluation. These realities work against diverse attorneys who typically are not like members of the “in-group”—predominantly white males—at Corporate Firms.

As shown in Figure 1 above, Corporate Firms often decide not to exercise the option to convert an associate to partner long before the probationary period expires. The decision typically follows a bad evaluation. The associate’s assignments are then often reduced or cut off entirely. Whether the result of collective risk aversion by partners fearing adverse impact to reputation or a conscious decision by a practice group leader, the outcome is the same: the associate struggles to meet the minimum billable requirement. The reduced billable hours are a clear signal to both the firm and the associate that it is time to move on.

3. Evaluation Process Enhancements

It is now possible to enhance the process of Evaluation to permit greater use of SLM to make the process more equitable to all associates. This can involve (a) greater use of spot evaluations to measure actual performance on specific work product, (b) use of an automated evaluation survey and feedback system, and (c) adoption of uniform industry standards for evaluations.

a. Spot Evaluations of Work Product

One possible SLM enhancement is for law firms to supplement the annual review with “spot evaluations” designed to measure actual associate performance on specific projects. The spot evaluation form could ask the following questions:

---
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FIGURE 3: SPOT EVALUATION SURVEY

1. Describe the nature of the work (e.g., memo, brief, contract, negotiation, advocacy).
2. Were you satisfied with the attorney’s overall performance on this assignment?
3. Relative to prior work, has the attorney’s performance improved?
4. Please detail any perceived strengths and weaknesses.
5. Please provide any constructive suggestions for improvement.
6. Have you already provided the attorney with feedback on this project?

In one implementation, the spot evaluation can be initiated on an ad hoc basis by any partner on any project. It can be used to report both positive and negative information. A more sophisticated method could involve surveying a randomly selected sample of attorney work product for each associate based on the population of active cases. Under this approach, the firm’s leadership would require that partners complete spot evaluations when selected to do so. The advantage of this approach is that a representative sample set of work-product evaluations would exist for each associate. The evaluation data would be aggregated and used in combination with feedback obtained during the annual review process. If there is a significant deviation between spot-evaluation scores and the annual evaluation, the variance itself can trigger a separate Quality Review, assuming the managing partner or executive committee of the firm included this recommendation in the workflow to resolve the variance.

Aside from comparing relative performance among associates, a firm’s commitment to maintaining and enhancing efficiency and quality of work product as part of its peer-review process can serve to impress current and prospective clients now seeking greater value. This may be particularly relevant to clients that have instituted TQM initiatives. Among other benefits, the systematic use of spot evaluations and similar work-product review mechanisms can also help firms manage risk by flagging potential problems early and defend professional liability claims alleging a “duty to monitor” theory.

---
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Simply put, the adoption of peer-review mechanisms such as spot evaluations can be an effective means of inserting greater objectivity into the associate evaluation process, but it can also enhance firm reputation and long-term financial performance. The evaluations also provide the foundation for a Quality Review process that allows management to investigate variances between work product in a more systematic manner.

b. Automated Evaluation and Feedback System

With the advent of the internet, it is common for companies to implement quality control surveys using an automated online system like SurveyMonkey.com or other similar intranet software. Thus, it is now possible to replace form-based surveys (typically a Microsoft Word document) with electronic survey technology to formulate a simple survey to measure partner and client satisfaction with associate performance. In the simplest implementation, the electronic survey evaluation would be automatically emailed to the originating partners on active matters for each associate with billable entries. The timing of such requests would be set by each firm. The problem with this approach, however, is that it could overwhelm partners with a large number of survey requests. Thus, a more elegant approach would be to limit the request to matters upon closing. The limitation of the latter approach is that a great deal of work in Corporate Firms is completed under “general” categories, and, thus, the system would not capture this activity. A more appropriate solution would be to combine the electronic survey capabilities with the random spot surveys of work product to create an easy-to-use system that generates a statistically significant number of responses for each attorney. Again, this would allow firms to proactively manage the evaluation process to eliminate potential hidden biases and to level the playing field for women and diverse attorneys. One great advantage of an electronic survey system is that it can provide instant feedback to both partners and associates on performance.

c. Toward Standards for Associate Evaluations

Given the critical nature of evaluations to diverse attorney success at Corporate Firms, the need for industry standards is apparent. Performance evaluations that “feature rigorous, detailed criteria, and that are regularly scheduled, taken seriously, and conspicuously tied
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to compensation and advancement are critically important.[210] The
ABA, however, has not yet published a comprehensive set of recommenda-
tions for creating a neutral evaluation process for diverse at-
torneys. There is ample precedent for such standards. For example,
the ABA has longstanding guidelines to measure judicial perfor-
ance.[211] And, in 1997, the ABA’s Commission on Women in the
Profession published a comprehensive set of recommendations for
creating a gender-neutral evaluation process.[212] This process is equally
relevant for diverse attorneys working at Corporate Firms and, as
modified, can serve as an initial model for the industry:

1. Redefining success to encourage varied communication styles
   and other differences;
2. Instituting a two-way evaluation system in which junior attor-
   neys also provided feedback on partners;
3. Designing an evaluation form (e.g., the Alman Weil form) that
   clearly sets out specific performance criteria, includes a simple
   rating scale allowing associates to compare their relative per-
   formance, and can capture comments for factors not measurea-
   ble using the rating scale;
4. Conducting the evaluation interview in a way that allows for
two-way communication as well as the establishment of an ac-
tion plan to assist with the associate’s professional develop-
ment;
5. Conducting goal-setting sessions to formulate associate profes-
sional goals for critical areas like mentoring, training, and
business development;
6. Leading educational sessions for all stakeholders involved in
the evaluation process, including associates, so they under-
stand the process itself, potential obstacles, and importance of
diversity to the firm;
7. Including women and diverse attorneys in all aspects of the
evaluation process, including any teams or committees leading
the effort; and
8. Periodically reviewing the process and its effectiveness in en-
suring accountability.[213]

In addition to defining the above process, the industry also can
propound model guidelines similar to the Black Letter Guidelines for
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the Evaluation of Judicial Performance issued by the ABA in February 2005, which addresses goals, uses, criteria, dissemination, methodology, administration, and support in relation to the evaluation process.\textsuperscript{214} Irrespective of the approach taken, the goal would be to ensure that Corporate Firms adopt an effective evaluation process that helps to further level the playing field for women and diverse attorneys.

d. Summary

In order to overcome the problems associated with the existing process for Evaluation, Corporate Firms can consider greater use of work product-based evaluations. They can also leverage technology to simplify evaluation and feedback systems. Lastly, the organized bars could assist Corporate Firms by promulgating standards for evaluation modeled on those promulgated by the ABA for women in the profession and possibly by commissioning the development of a software-based solution that can be made available to law firms.

F. Quality Review

Reputation is a critical driver of performance in the legal industry. Thus, in any SLM system designed to eliminate retention disparities for diverse attorneys, it is important for a business process to exist that ensures an independent, objective assurance of quality. Quality Review would work in tandem with an enhanced business process. The purpose of Quality Review would be to help an organization accomplish its diverse attorney retention objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of the Assignment and Evaluation processes. During Quality Review, a relevant number of matters for each attorney (diverse and non-diverse) would be randomly selected for an in-depth evaluation by a quality review team (“QR Team”). The QR Team would be composed of senior attorneys not working on the matter, but with substantive knowledge of the area. In most instances, the attorneys can be employed by the firm or they can be independent consultants. The QR Team would substantively review work product and conduct an independent evaluation of quality, efficiency, and outcomes. Those evaluations could be compared with spot evaluations and other feedback to identify variances and implement corrective measures. To illustrate, if the spot evaluations show high ratings for an associate, but the subjective feedback is inconsistent, the QR Team would

\textsuperscript{214} A.B.A., supra note 211, at 1–5.
analyze the variance. The QR Team also would monitor patterns in critical business processes such as Assignment and Evaluation for both diverse and non-diverse associate populations to ensure a level playing field. The QR Team would generate a periodic report to the managing partner or executive committee concerning compliance with the Corporate Firm’s policies and procedures.

The existence of a QR Team at a Corporate Firm would generate many benefits. First, clients would benefit as the by-product of Quality Review that would lead to greater efficiency, value and accountability. Second, Quality Review would likely curb or eliminate any problems that may occur with Assignment and Evaluation. Lastly, the existence of Quality Review would be a valuable tool to ensure diverse and female attorneys a level playing field. This would go a long way toward eliminating the revolving door.

We next address additional training opportunities that Corporate Firms can leverage to eliminate differential attrition rates for diverse attorneys.

PART III

A. Bridging the Gap

Unlike graduates in the medical profession, where doctors in training must pass a mandatory residency period at a hospital where they are taught practical skills, newly minted lawyers receive no such training. While law schools have utilized the Socratic method to teach lawyers “how to think,” they have not been effective at providing practical knowledge about the business of law discussed above or the actual practice of law. As a result, in Diversity in the Legal Profession: The Next Steps, the ABA recommends that law schools “develop a professional development system for new attorneys who recently passed the bar to teach law practice realities and skills for success, such as how to bill, how to manage time, and how to practice.”

Historically, Corporate Firms have served as incubators for the nation’s top lawyers. As a result, the Cravath Model relied heavily on leverage and the willingness of clients to pay for services performed by junior attorneys, albeit at lower billable rates. With increasing pressure from corporate clients to increase efficiency, Corporate Firms are curtailing incoming associate classes and there is now a steeper learning curve for junior attorneys. To bridge the gap between theory and practice, Corporate Firms are finding it necessary

---

to teach essential soft skills to associates and to provide associates with real world-residency-like opportunities. These opportunities can be especially helpful for diverse attorneys in achieving a level playing field, as they expose attorneys directly to clients.

In this Part, we address the need for (i) effective mentoring programs, (ii) business development and networking training for lawyers, (iii) more experiential programs like secondment, and (iv) a new analytic framework modeled on the SOAP method—now utilized by physicians—to help junior lawyers perform legal analysis.

B. Learning from Mentors

In a survey of top business executives, Gerald R. Roche found that 63.5% reported having had a mentor and nearly as many had served as mentors. A mentor can be defined as “a person who took a personal interest in your career and who guided or sponsored you.” Whether it is through individual lawyers at Corporate Firms, bar organizations, law school apprenticeships, or programs like the American Inn of Court, mentoring is an important activity that helps to foster success by (i) enhancing efficiency in job matching and (ii) reducing attrition. From the standpoint of the mentee, various empirical studies on the impact of mentorship on career success confirm that individuals with mentors experience greater job satisfaction and earn more than do their unmentored peers.

A 1984 ABA National Survey of Career Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction revealed that nearly 50% of lawyers at firms with more than ninety lawyers had mentors. Today, it is common during an acceptance speech by a successful lawyer for the individual to acknowledge a powerful mentor that impacted his or her career. The legal profession has a long history of more senior attorneys taking an

---
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active role in promoting the careers of junior attorneys via informal mentoring relationships.\(^{221}\)

In her commentary on Corporate Firm mentoring practices, Rikleen summarizes the various roles performed by mentors based on a study conducted by the Bar of the City of New York:

As teachers: “mentors may be involved in training their younger colleagues by providing challenging and varied assignments, teaching the craft of lawyering, offering strategies on how to deal with clients, and sharing insights about how to negotiate the organizational systems and politics of firm life.” As [advisors]: “This would be someone with whom the junior colleague can share personal difficulties, for example, about the stresses of balancing work and family responsibilities, and someone whom the junior colleague can identify with and emulate.” [As career counselors], “senior lawyers offer sponsorship by recommending protégés for special assignments; they provide opportunities for protégés and their work to be exposed or showcased to influential partners . . . and they offer protection in controversial situations.”\(^{222}\)

Research suggests, however, that women and diverse attorneys are more frequently excluded from informal activities like mentoring due to type-based mentor preferences.\(^{223}\) These preferences, psychologists and sociologists confirm, are more likely to form between members of the same group.\(^{224}\) Generally, the reason is that communication, and thus mentoring, may be more natural and more effective when people share gender, race, or common interests. These common traits can include sports, culture, language, or shared experiences outside of the work environment.\(^{225}\) Thus, researchers have cited the prevalence of white men in the partner ranks at Corporate Firms as the reason that women and diverse attorneys may have fewer mentoring opportunities.\(^{226}\) A National Law Journal article reported:

Despite women's progress, the partnership ranks nationwide are 86.4 percent male. This puts women at [sic] disadvantage when it comes to mentoring, the most important factor in becoming a

\(^{221}\) RIKLEEN, supra note 126, at 105; see Epstein et al., supra note 162, at 343. “In law, there has been a long tradition of mentoring, where older, more experienced partners in the large firms have taken junior colleagues under their wings grooming and promoting them for partnership. This system created an informal network—a brotherhood.” Id. at 343.
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partner . . . . Often, it’s harder for women . . . because the massive majority of partners are men, and men tend to be more comfortable mentoring other men . . . . Rainmaking and client development—skills typically learned from a mentor—are keys to partnership. Effective mentoring also impacts assignments, business generation credit, and, ultimately, promotion opportunities. Rikleen concludes that, at most law firms, “there is a direct link between a good mentoring relationship and the referral of challenging work from important firm clients. A good mentor will provide opportunities to showcase an associate’s talent and, ultimately, open the door to key client contacts which will be invaluable when partnership elections are near.”

The direct effect of type-based mentor preferences is that entry-level associates of the majority type (white males) acquire more human capital in the long run, yielding a relative competitive advantage when compared against women and diverse attorneys. In light of these mentoring realities, Corporate Firms need to continue making efforts to ensure a level playing field for diverse attorneys with regard to mentoring opportunities. While informal mentoring is preferred, the NALP Foundation and the MCCA found that formal mentoring is effective. Still, despite the best of intentions on both sides, many associates never connect with their mentors and may only speak with them at firm events. It is important that Corporate Firms conduct effective formal programs. A key part of any formal mentoring program is matching the strengths of the mentor with the needs of the mentee. Thus, the firm should consider the personalities, goals, and interests of both the mentors and the mentees in pairing them together. The program also should draw only willing participants who understand their respective roles and responsibilities and are willing to commit time and resources to the process. To ensure a good match, firms can use a brief questionnaire regarding goals and expectations for the mentoring relationship to prompt both parties to solidify their goals and help them to work toward those goals more effectively. Corporate Firms should also train both mentors and asso-
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ciates on the process of effective mentoring. In the final analysis, effective mentoring is a process. It is therefore critical that firm attorneys view the mentoring program as the start, and not the finish, of young associates’ professional development.

Aside from internal mentors, associates should consider working with external mentors and role models. Programs like the American Inns of Court provide meaningful opportunities to work with mentors. In addition, for diverse attorneys, active participation with affinity bar associations and business groups also serves as a means of developing strategic relationships with mentors and role models.

C. Business Development & Networking Training

In today’s world, the ability to develop business is a critical part of winning the Tournament. Junior associates require knowledge about both the business of law and the successful generation of new client business. Although young attorneys certainly are not expected to be rainmakers early in their careers, if they want to make partner or start firms of their own, they need to develop their rainmaking skills.

As noted, law schools do not teach business development or networking skills. Thus, many firms have initiated homegrown programs to help attorneys develop the different skill sets needed to successfully generate new business. According to the Women Attorneys Business Development Study, the predictors for high originations are (i) the number of years of legal practice, (ii) the amount of time spent doing business development each month, (iii) the use of a targeted approach to business development, including a business plan, (iv) participation in pitch groups, (v) cross-selling other firm services to existing clients, and (vi) asking clients for introductions to others in need of legal services. Corporate Firms should provide diverse attorneys with opportunities to network with peers and potential business clients. One effective means is to pair junior attorneys with more senior lawyers who can act as role models to introduce attorneys to their existing networks and to teach networking in a real world context. This practical experience should be supplemented by more formal training on effective networking and business development.

---
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It is clear, then, that associates must start early in order to make an impact on their careers. For a young associate, the first step to marketing involves creating an extensive list of contacts including former colleagues, law school classmates, family, and friends. These contacts will become the attorney’s personal support system and professional referral network moving through his career, and in the future may even become the attorney’s client list.

Part of building a network includes becoming involved with organizations outside of the law firm. Bar associations, industry groups, and not-for-profits are all excellent ways to meet new and interesting people who young attorneys might learn something from, build a relationship with, and eventually represent as clients. The other step that must be focused on in the early years of an attorney’s career is honing the legal skills necessary to become a great lawyer. In fact, some experts say this is the only marketing step needed for young attorneys.

Focusing on building strong client relations skills will also serve young attorneys well throughout their careers, as it is proven that keeping an existing client is much easier than trying to bring in a new client. Good habits to develop early on include (i) producing quality work product, (ii) being responsive and accessible to clients, (iii) learning more about clients and their industries, and (iv) developing a good relationship with client contacts.

An important marketing step for all attorneys, regardless of age or experience level, is to create formal, written plans that are reviewed and revised annually. These plans should identify target clients, growth areas, and personal improvement strategies for the year ahead, and must be put in writing in order to commit to achieving these goals.
D. Experiential Programs

Traditionally, lawyers learned to practice law via apprenticeships. This system is still utilized by some European countries like Germany to supplement the theoretical knowledge provided by law schools. Physician training follows a similar approach, with doctors entering residency programs immediately following medical school. Recently, Corporate Firms also have started to experiment with experiential training. Secondments have become a popular option. These are “short-term contracts under which companies ‘borrow’ an outside lawyer for a few weeks to a year or more.” The practice has gained acceptance as a means for Corporate Firms to provide associates with excellent training opportunities within the corporate law departments of clients. The lawyer, typically an experienced associate, takes on duties comparable to any other newly-hired in-house lawyer. For diverse attorneys in particular, secondments represent an excellent opportunity to gain client exposure and experience. While the client generally pays the attorney’s salary, it avoids the overhead expenses attached to an outside lawyer.

In addition to secondments, some Corporate Firms like Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP are adopting apprenticeship-type programs, with new associates spending time attending classes or shadowing partners on client matters. Because Corporate Firms wield substantial influence, moreover, they can also partner with other organizations to
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help associates gain experiential opportunities via judicial clerkships, pro bono, academic appointments, and government service. Experiential programs represent an excellent opportunity for diverse attorneys to gain client exposure and meaningful legal skills early in their career lifecycle.

E. Thinking like a Lawyer

Perhaps one of the greatest failures of formal law school training is the inability to teach a consistent analytical framework that can be useful to lawyers in the real world. In law school, students are taught to spot issues in fact patterns using something akin to the IRAC method—issue, rule, analysis, and conclusion.\textsuperscript{249} The fact patterns themselves are provided to the students by the professors or appear in well-written published opinions. In the real world, the iterative process of fact gathering is critical to legal analysis and outcomes. An associate must interview clients, gather essential facts, and propound formal discovery to support his or her theory of a case.

By comparison, in the medical field, residents are taught to utilize a cohesive analytical framework—the SOAP method—as the means of acquiring various component skills involved in fact gathering, medical diagnosis, and progress note taking, and these play a key role in the development of good clinical judgment.\textsuperscript{250} SOAP is an acronym that stands for subjective, objective, analysis, and plan.\textsuperscript{251} Research confirms that the activity of reading and writing progress notes is an exercise in the development of pragmatic awareness, through which the resident learns, and learns to use, the terms, abbreviations, and discursive forms that constitute the specialty idiom.\textsuperscript{252} Moreover, the SOAP method provides a structure for the medical encounter that guides the novice’s investigation and analysis as he or she struggles to construct the “case.”\textsuperscript{253}

Progress notes serve a number of related functions. They are, first and foremost, a record of the patient’s care and treatment which is immediately available to any member of the treatment team, allowing him or her to review current information about
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the patient’s physiological status, medications, and treatment plan. However, residents’ progress notes also serve important pedagogical functions: like the oral case presentation, they are a means both of rehearsing the reasoning and analysis involved in medical decision-making, and of demonstrating those skills to the resident’s supervising attending. They thus constitute meticulous records of both the patient’s and the resident’s progress.

The significance of the SOAP method to the resident’s professional socialization becomes apparent with the recognition that the case itself is a discursive construct; thus, the repetitive activity of writing progress notes acts to consolidate the cognitive skills that are central to the performance of medical work and the development of clinical judgment.

As with medicine, lawyers are focused on generating successful outcomes for clients. Doctors employ technologies and applications for discovery, diagnostics, monitoring, and treatment. Lawyers employ discovery tools like interrogatories, requests for admission, depositions, and knowledge specialists as expert witnesses to interpret and inform fact finders as to their significance and meaning. These series of activities help to identify the specific nature of the problem or issue as well as the action to be taken. What is consistent is the iterative process used to generate results. One of the great insights from decision theory is that problem solving is not a linear process in which each step is exhausted before the next one is taken:

In any moderately complex matter, no preliminary strategy will anticipate every contingency. New facts emerge. Intermediate re-diagnosis is often required. Preliminary strategies need to be modified. This suggests that important values of legal performance are flexibility and adaptability in midcourse. Is there feedback? Is the lawyer “on top” of the case? Do both lawyer and client review developments along the way?

“Lawyers essentially perform a problem solving service.” Generally, the process involves the following steps: (i) gathering information, (ii) sifting the information, (iii) devising a preliminary strategy, (iv) putting the strategy into operation, and (v) revising the strategy in light of new information resulting from discovery. Unlike physicians, however, junior attorneys today are not trained to utilize an
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analytical framework to perform these steps. It is not uncommon for a junior associate to meet with a senior partner or client about a matter and walk out prematurely without asking a sufficient number of questions to elicit information critical to legal analysis.

The adoption of the SOAP method as a tool for legal analysis would allow junior associates, partners, and clients in the legal process to exchange information in a systematic manner in order to effectively contextualize and legitimize the decision-making process. The SOAP method has already been extended to business intelligence. In the table at Figure 4 below, the comparative use of SOAP for medical and legal applications is illustrated. While not necessarily understanding the discovery tools or the lawyer’s reasoning process themselves, the client understands the relevance of the problem-solving process and its importance to the decision-making of the lawyer, whose judgment the client typically must trust. The objective underlying the SOAP process (to produce a successful outcome) and the roles of everyone involved are understood and accepted by all parties.

**FIGURE 4: MEDICAL ANALYSIS V. LEGAL ANALYSIS USING THE SOAP METHOD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Practice</th>
<th>Legal Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjective</strong></td>
<td>Lawyer interviews client and witnesses and gathers documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor personally interviews patient and documents the input</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective</strong></td>
<td>Lawyer reviews contracts and documentation and uses discovery methods to clarify facts and issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor examines the patient and orders tests to help clarify alternative diagnoses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analysis</strong></td>
<td>Lawyer identifies potential legal issues in the case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor reviews test results and assesses most likely diagnosis and options for treatment; summarizes the doctor’s clinical thinking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plan</strong></td>
<td>Lawyer and client develop theory of the case and plan to bring desired result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor and patient meet and doctor recommends parameters of treatment and course of action most likely to resolve medical problem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SOAP protocol is an important component of the clinical-teaching process for medical students. Not only is SOAP used to
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configure the clinician-patient encounter, but it also serves to structure the documentation found in the patient’s medical record. This record can then be used to assess how physician knowledge has been deployed and utilized over time. For example, analyses of SOAPS by agencies such as the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals have been used to gain overall impressions of the nature and quality of patient care at various medical institutions.

In a legal context, the use of SOAP could help facilitate legal analysis and reasoning by giving junior associates a consistent framework for gathering and using data to formulate and test legal theories. During the subjective phase, the lawyer would engage in information-gathering by interviewing partners, clients, and potential witnesses to the matter. For example, in the case of a potential contract dispute, the associate would meet with the client to gather all relevant facts about the contract formation, objectives of the parties, course of dealing, and events leading to the first breach. The goal would be for the associate to gain a clear understanding of the relevant facts of the case and, where relevant, to prepare a timeline for the sequence of events leading up to the dispute or issue between the parties. In the objective phase, the lawyer would review contracts, relevant documentation, relevant discovery, and other evidentiary material to clarify facts and issues. In the contract dispute example, the lawyer would review the contract itself, correspondence, emails, and other relevant documentation. Once the lawyer understands the case, he would then proceed to the analysis phase. During this phase, the lawyer applies his knowledge of the law to identify potential legal issues in the case. In the contract dispute, for instance, the claims might entail the materiality of the breach, a formation problem, a tort claim for fraud, a statute of limitations problem, or other similar issues. Lastly, during the plan phase, the lawyer would prepare a cohesive theory of the case that ties in all the relevant facts favorable to the client and formulate a plan for resolving the dispute. In the contract dispute, therefore, the lawyer might find that a demand letter is the appropriate first step to minimize legal expense. The letter would set forth applicable legal theories that would provide the client with a basis for recovery and propose a settlement.

From a Quality Review perspective, the QR Team can analyze the SOAP plan to gain knowledge about how an associate’s conclusions
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were created and justified. The QR Team also could review the SOAP documentation to evaluate associate assumptions, underlying actions, resulting theories, and outcomes. The linkage between data, analysis, and outcomes is made transparent by the SOAP method as applied to legal analysis. This allows a retrospective assessment of the methods and legal analysis employed by associates.

The SOAP knowledge exchange protocol example suggests not only the appropriateness of incorporating it into the legal analysis and decision-making processes, but the value of clearly delineating a contextual process wherein legal analysis can be documented, even if only an expert can interpret its meaning. In effect, SOAP can be used to provide functional legitimacy to a process wherein legal analysis facilitates evidence-based decision-making and action.

CONCLUSION

In 2009, major U.S. law firms became less diverse, highlighting retention disparities for diverse attorneys. In the past, diversity efforts have focused on recruitment and not retention. Because reputation is a critical determinant of financial performance at Corporate Firms, the existence of a revolving door for diverse attorneys may undermine long-term financial performance. The strategic legal management of key business processes can help eliminate retention disparities. We propose the following: (i) using technology and diversity managers to ensure more objective work assignments, (ii) developing more objective evaluation processes that can bypass potential micro-inequities, and (iii) implementing a quality review process that can help ensure work product quality. In order to further level the playing field, we also propose increasing formal training programs to teach essential soft skills to all associates, namely (i) the role of mentoring and role models in professional development, (ii) business development skills, (iii) the use of secondment and other experiential programs that expose attorneys to clients and influencers, and (iv) the use of an analytical framework based on the SOAP method, used by physicians, to improve legal analysis and outcomes. The programs would benefit diverse attorneys the most, as they are formal in nature and not grounded in social constructs. Notably, the focus of these enhancements is to eliminate differential attrition rates for diverse attorneys—not to eliminate attrition in general. High attrition rates are part of the Cravath Model utilized by Corporate Firms.

In addition, we recommend that the organized bar model its efforts for the judicial process and collaborate with key stakeholders to develop guidelines for critical business processes under the Cravath
Model, namely work assignments, associate evaluations, and quality review. As discussed, there is also a need to formulate uniform diversity metrics that track relative attrition rates and not simply headcounts. Lastly, the organized bar should consider commissioning software tools to facilitate these critical functions and formulating uniform standards for the use of RFPs, which increasingly impact the business of law.